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For four years he was kept somewhat as the barons
kept the English Henry III. and his son, and was
never allowed to take the air without a guard of a
thousand men ; but at last, when out hawking, he took
advantage of a heavy fog to elude his guard and ride
off to Segovia. There he sent to his mother for the
great seal, declaring that if she refused it, he had metal
to cast another. She sent it; and the nobles being all
scattered to their estates, he was able to deal with
them separately. Terrible executions took place, and
the whole country was in a state of deadly terror. The
queen-mother, with Enrique and Fadrique, tried to
hold out Toro against him, but finding it impossible,
and distrusting the citizens, Enrique retired into
Galicia, and Fadrique threw himself on Pedro's
mercy, coming forth to him with a few attendants,
while the citizens delivered up the place, the queen-
dowager taking refuge in the Alcazar with Enrique's
wife.
Her son summoned her to come forth, and when
she endeavoured to stipulate for the lives of the gentle-
men who were with her, he replied that come out she
must, and he would do what seemed best to him. She
came down, endeavouring to protect them by walking
between two, leaning on their arms ; but no sooner
were they in the court than Pedro made a. sign to his
ballestero men, who immediately fell upon them, and
despatched them with their clubs, so that their blood
was spattered on the queen's dress, and she fainted
away. Indeed, one was reported to be her lover; and
she was held in very low estimation. On her recovery,
she uttered frightful curses against her son, of which
he took no notice, except to order her to be removed.

